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Words from the desk
AS is an integral part of the University's governing student body. Come to think of it, they
are the only part of the University's governing student body. They are the student's voice. They
are the mediaries between the school's steely administration and its obtuse student body. •
Over the next three weeks AS is going to get a major make over as old terms expire and new ones
spring board into action. Who will keep their campaign promises? Who will follow their flegdeling
rhetoric with unprecedented action? • If you still have bad dreams about the Gore vs. Bush,
debacle then the AS elections couldn't have come at a better time. The University has garanteed
that the AS ballot will not include any fonts below size two, and that one count will likely be
sufficient. Chad can stay in Florida. This week the Vista has supplied you with a special pullout section examining the candidates. For better or worse, till next spring when you part, these
are your represenatives.
So rock the vote and elect some fresh faces who just want to make USD a better place. If
nothing else, you have got to love them for trying.
_^^_Dominic Mucciacito, Managing Editor
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News USD and beyond
Denomenations unify for
Ecumenical Dialogue
Rachael Rankin

• Staff Writer

Bishops from across California
came together to find common ground
between the different denominations of
the Christian faith in the hopes that
they will someday worship together as
one entity.
The Ecumenical event, "How
Much Longer is the Road Ahead," held
on Feb. 26, focused on Christian unity.
The Most Reverend John R.
Quinn, from the Msgr. John Portman
Chair of Catholic Systematic Theology
with the Department of Theology and
Religious Studies, discussed the efforts
being made by Pope John Paul II and
other religious leaders of the Lutheran
and Protestant denominations to finally
unite the churches.
Quinn reiterated Pope John Paul
li s desire for "a growing convergence
of paths" in order to obtain "a full and
visible communion of faith."
Archbishop Quinn continued with
some of the problems that prevent the
churches from uniting.
Problems such asthe varying Dog
matic statements of different denomi
nations.
These Dogmatic statements have
different meaning than they did in the
sixteenth century.
According to Archbishop Quinn,
they must be examined in the light of
the evolution of language and the com
munion between the churches does not
mean the complete absorption by
Rome because other churches would
lose their identity. The Collegiality of
the Episcopate suggests we create a
new language.
The Metropolitan Anthony of the
Dardanelles, the Greek Orthodox
Archbishop of San Francisco, ex
pressed the difficulty he feels from not
being able to "partake of the same cup"
as Archbishop Quinn because their
faiths are not united.
The Metropolitan Anthony contin
ues with additional historical conflict
between the West and East Europe, the
West claiming faith with Rome in Ca
tholicism, and the East claiming faith
with Constantinople in Protestantism.
The alienation came when Rome
headed to liberate Jerusalem but in
stead attacked and destroyed
Constantinople. The Bishop of Rome
claimed authority not just of jurisdic
tion but also of God's Love.

Metropolitan Anthony urged to
build a bridge between this alienation.
"We pray the Good Lord will let
us discover the unity that we share,"
Anthony said.
The Right Reverend Gethin B.
Huges, Bishop of the Episcopal Dio
cese of San Diego, represented the An
glican Church where he grew up in
Whales.
He exclaimed that there are more
Christians in Africa, Asia and America
than in the North [Whales].
Huges claimed that the point of
the journey to Christianity is stopping
at the sacraments.
He stressed the sacrements are the
beginning points not the ending
points.
"It's the Mission, stupid!" Bishop
Huges said.
The Mission is that Christians
share a common ground -a common
witness to Jesus.
Huges further stated that Chris
tians need to put away their differ
ences, focus on that Mission and
spread the Gospel to the world.
He also stated that no Denomina
tion is superior; salvation is a gift to
the world.
Reverend Murray Finck, Bishop
of Pacifica Synod, a Lutheran Church
in America, finished the event with his
ideas about unifying the church.
He shared the same longing to
worship together-Lutherans and
Catholics, sealing a gap over 500
years old.
Bishop Finck also touched on the
subject that no denomination is supe
rior and described how Jesus prayed
that Christians would be one.
The event was sponsored by the
Department of Theology and Reli
gious Studies, the Office of Ecumeni
cal and Interreligious Affairs, Roman
Catholic Diocese of San Diego, the In
stitute for Christian Ministries and the
University Catholic Perspectives Fo
rum.
All of the proceeds benefit the the
ology department to support scholars
of Theology and Pastoral Counseling.
The event opened with a quick
word from University President Dr.
Alice B. Hayes, who introduced the
event.

In Memorial:
Alfonso Durazo
Jason Aplin

• Special to the Vista

In his calling, the Lord has taken
Alfonso Durazo was a man
dedicated to his family, friends and from us a beloved son, a cherished
brother, a loyal friend and a future
God.
His humble yet certainly strong godfather who would have loved as
presence was also complimented he was loved-unconditionally.
All of us involved in his life ask
by his unbelievable ability to find
that
you,
his fellow classmates and
the greatness in the people that he
confidants
in his education, would
would meet and remind them of
that characteristic at every occasion honor his timely life as Alfonso re
minded us with one simple gesture,
that he could.
Alfonso added to life the affir embrace when you meet.
The
mation that
best way
all things
we
can
were pre
Alfonso added to life the
honor
our
cious and
affirmation
that
all
things
good
friend,
valuable in
God's eyes.
were precious and valuable peer and stu
dent is to al
H
e
in God's eyes.
low his name
n e v e r
missed a chance to meet someone to continue to help others.
With this in mind we, his family
and rarely found a situation where
someone felt excluded around his and friends, have set up a foundation
in Alfonso's name.
presence.
The Alfonso Durazo Foundation
He was the radiant example of
what a family's love can create will be a vehicle for athletically sound
men and women from the Calexico,
when the Lord's will is involved.
Alfonso's passions included a area who wish to attend school here
life long connection to the ocean at the University of San Diego.
Anyone can contribute to the
and his father as his mentor and
foundation. The foundation is tax ex
best friend in fishing.
He was one of a focused and empt and the contributors will be
disciplined mind and body in the highlighted on the website,
continual care of his physique and www.alfonso.com.
Your contributions are significant
an incessant yearning to experience
the beauty of life through the arts to our community.
of literature and music.
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Crime report

Bennett resigns
Tania Jabour* Staff Writer

Dr. Marilyn Bennett is re
signing from her position as
Fine Arts Department chair
and Theatre Arts Program co
ordinator after more than 11
years at the University.
Bennett, teaching this
spring in the Semester at Sea
Program, plans to move to Se
attle after completing a sum
mer session course at the Uni
versity.
A Pacific Northwest na
tive, Bennett wants to be
closer to her family. She also
plans to pursue more artistic
endeavors.
"She wants to make blue
berry tarts and stencil her bath
room," said Theater Arts pro
fessor Annie Hinton, who has
known Bennett since they
were both working toward
their MFAat the University of
Washington.

"She has not been able to
do as much as she would like
to," Hinton said.
"Seattle offers more op
portunities academically and
professionally. San Diego
just can't compare to the Pa
cific Northwest."
Bennett, who is known
and loved both in the USD
and the San Diego fine arts
communities, will be greatly
missed by her students, col
leagues and friends.
"I'm going to miss her,"
said Erin Tripp, a junior The
atre Arts minor. "She was al
ways available for her stu
dents, and she was efficient.
She ran everything so
smoothly," Tripp said.
"She has a phenomenal
spirit; she is just unconquer
able, and she's been an inspi
ration to students, faculty—

everyone she's come across,"
said John Forbes, professor of
technical theater and long
time friend of Bennett.
"I woke up every morn
ing happy to go to work,
mainly because she was
there," Forbes said.
Students and faculty are
disappointed by her resigna
tion and uncertain about the
fate of the Theatre Arts pro
gram without her guidance.
"I'm disappointed.
She's an excellent professor
and a great person to work
with. I'll miss her, but I sup
port her [resignation]," said
Matt Lemcke, a sophomore
Theatre Arts minor.
Bennett built the Theatre
Arts Program from scratch.
She expanded the

9 a.m. Visual Arts Cen
ter Senior Thesis Exhibit in
Sacred Heart Hall, rm. 102
Noon Senior Class
Legacy Kick-off with live
music in front of UC
12:30 p.m. HIV/AIDS
community service general
interest meeting in Serra
315
8 p.m. Women's bas
ketball
vs.
Loyola
Marymount in JCP

Fri. 3/2
9 a.m. Visual Arts Cen
ter Senior Thesis Exhibit in
Sacred Heart Hall, rm. 102
WCC Women's Bas
ketball Tournament
12:30 p.m. "Through
Our Eyes" exhibit in
Founders Gallery
2 p.m. Baseball team
vs. Eastern Michigan at
USD Baseball Field

Sat. 3/3
WCC Women's Basketball Tournament
8 p.m. Men's basket
ball vs. Univ. of San Fran
cisco in JCP
8 p.m. "Sound Im
pressions I; Musical Im
ages of Nature" in
Founders Chapel
8 p.m. "Six Charac
ters in Search of an Au
thor," a Master of Fine
Arts theater production in
Sacred Heart Hall

Sun. 3/4
WCC Men's Basket
ball Tournament
11 a.m. Baseball team
vs. Eastern Michigan at
USD Baseball Field

Mon. 3/3
9 a.m. Visual Arts
Center Thesis Exhibit in
Sacred Heart Hall, rm.
102
WCC Men's Basket
ball Tournament

2/20/01 through 2/27/01

Feb. 24, 2001 Public
Feb. 20, 2001 Public
Safety was notified of the theft Safety was notified of an in
of a digital camera from the cident at Cuyamaca Resi
Vista Newspaper office. dence Hall involving Minors
There was no sign of forced in Possession of Alcohol.
Feb. 24, 2001 Public
entry.
Feb. 20, 2001 Public Safety was notified of an in
Safety was notified of a bias cident at Phase A Residence
motivated incident at Camino/ Hall involving Minors in Pos
Founders Residence Hall. The session of Alcohol.
Feb. 24, 2001 Public
incident involved a Hate/Bias
Safety
was notified of an in
statement being written on a
cident
involving harassing
note board outside of a student
phone
calls
at Bahia Loma
room.
Feb. 20, 2001 Public Residence Hall.
Feb. 24, 2001 Public
Safety was notified of the theft
of cash from the University Safety assisted San Diego Po
Center, which possibly oc lice Department in locating
two "out of state" female run
curred the week before.
Feb. 20, 2001 Public aways at Phase A Residence
Safety responded to a traffic Hall.
Feb. 24, 2001 Public
accident on Hill Street, East of
Safety
was notified of a stu
the University Center parking
See
Pg 7
dent
who
was receiving ha
lot. There were no injuries re
rassing phone calls at her
ported.
Feb. 20, 2001 Public room in Camino/Founders
Safety was notified of an in Residence Hall.
Feb. 25, 2001 Public
cident involving students
shooting pellet guns at another Safety was notified of an in
student as she was walking cident involving ten Minors
below a window in San in Possession of Alcohol in
Phase A Residence Hall.
Miguel residence hall.
9 a.m. Visual Arts
Feb. 25, 2001 Public
The two weapons used in
Center Thesis Exhibit in
this incident closely resemble Safety was notified of a sto
Sacred Heart Hall, rm. 102
semi-automatic handguns. len Exit Sign that was located
10 a.m. "Other-Es
The guns were confiscated at inside a student's room in San
teem" in Manchester Ex
Miguel Residence Hall.
the time of the incident.
ecutive Conference Center
Feb. 25, 2001 Public
Feb. 21, 2001 Public
12:15 p.m. Financial
Safety
was notified of an in
Safety was notified of an in
Aid workshop in Serra
cident
involving a student
cident involving the posses
211
who
was
struck by a vehicle
sion of marijuana in San
12:15 p.m. "Border
near
the
fountain
on Marian
Miguel Residence Hall.
Health Issues: Mexican
Feb. 22, 2001 Public Way.
Perspectives" in Salomon
The student received a
Safety
was notified of the
Hall
minor
injury to her leg. The
fraudulent
use
of
a
dining
ser
7 p.m. Senior Class
operator
of the vehicle ex
vices card.
Legacy Assembly Party
changed
words
with the pe
Feb. 23, 2001 Public
with free food in Serra 204
destrian
and
then
left the
Safety received a noise com
plaint at Palomar Residence scene.
On Feb. 26,2001, Public
Hall.
Feb. 23, 2001 Public Safety was able to locate the
9 a.m. Visual Arts
Safety
was notified of an in vehicle and driver involved in
Center Thesis Exhibit in
cident
involving Minors in this incident. This incident is
Sacred Heart Hall, rm. 102
Possession
of Alcohol at being referred to the Dean of
10 a.m. USD Blood
Phase
A
Residence
Hall. A Students and the San Diego
Drive in UC Forum A
beer
bong
was
also
confis Police Department.
6 p.m. "Importing and
Feb. 25, 2001 Public
cated in this incident.
Exporting Strategies" in
Safety
received a report of a
Feb. 23, 2001 Public
Manchester Executive
missing
golf cart. The vehicle
Safety was notified of an in
Conference Center.
cident involving a threatening was located on Feb. 26 at the
e-mail message that had been Vista's Residence Hall.
sent to the Vista newspaper.

Calendar of events
Thurs. 3/1

5

Tues. 3/6

Wed. 3/7
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University
hiring faculty
Tania Jabour-

Staff Writer

Over the next several
years, the College of Arts and
Sciences will replace many
part-time faculty members
with full-time professors.
Dean Pat Drinan sent a
memo to the Arts and Sciences
faculty on Jan. 26 stating parttime positions will "dramati
cally shrink" as semester-long,
year-long and post-doctorate
contracts are consolidated to
accommodate more full-time
tenure-track positions.
"[The transition] is good
for the health of the
dcpartment(s) and the Univer
sity," said Dr. Fred Robinson,
English Department Chair.
The rationale behind this
rolling over process is that ten
ured professors offer more sta
bility and reputation to the
departments in which they
teach and to the University as
a whole.
"Full-time professors be
come members of the USD
community. They settle
here and do the work of
the University: teaching,
scholarship and service,"
Robinson said.
"Sometimes students
complain about too much parttime faculty," Drinan said.
"It's our duty as a private uni
versity to provide the best
quality education . . . it's a
normal process."
While Robinson de
scribed part-time instructors'
commitment level to the Uni
versity as being limited to
teaching, he maintained that
those instructors are some of
the best in his department.
Dean Drinan agreed.
"Some part-timers are just
marvelous . . . They do a su
perb job," Drinan said.
"We're not trying to eliminate
them—part-timers will always
be desired."
The need for part-time
instructors will never change
due to the released time of fulltime faculty. When full-time
professors engage in research
projects, extra-curricular com

mittees, administrative work
and sabbaticals, part-time in
structors teach their classes.
Part-time faculty will
also be hired when enrollment
in any department or
program exceeds the pro
jected enrollment for any
given semester.
While the recent memo
alarmed many of the part-time
instructors, Drinan
projects that "probably in
ten years from now, 15-20
percent of the courses will still
be taught by part-timers."
Many part-time faculty
members are nevertheless
concerned about their jobs.
"I'm worried about my
position. I love teaching [at
USD] and would hate to lose
my spot," said Deborah
Sundmacher, part time profes
sor in the English Depart
ment.
When asked if she was
worried about her position,
part-time Theatre Arts
professor Jackie Roberts
said, "Yes and no. I under
stand that it's necessary for
the University."
While no specific guide
lines have yet been released
for the hiring and firing pro
cess, Robinson said that the
instructors with benefits con
tracts are the most vulnerable
at this point, because they are
more expensive for the Uni
versity than part-timers with
semester contracts.
The custom of hiring
part-time professors, espe
cially those on semester-tosemester contracts without
benefits, has been saving
many universities money.
The rolling over of part-time
to full-time contracts will re
quire an increase in the
University's overall budget.
There will be no de
crease in the number of of
fered courses in any
department because of the
transition.

Students and teachers
band together against rape
Jennifer Stravos •

Staff Writer

At the end of last semes
ter, three University students
banned together to create an
organization grounded in the
prevention of rape through
education.
Students and Teachers
Against Rape, or S.T.A.R., is
the result of the work begun
by Jordan Oates, Wes Carrol
and Andrew Fox. The lack of
information for vic
tims available to a
friend and a survivor
of rape motivated
these students.
" S.T.A.R. will
be an organization
that involves both
students and teach
ers because we feel
that it is important to
create a better, more
integrated network
of
support
at
school," said Molly
King, Vice President
of S.T.A.R.
Until recently,
there have been lim
ited information and
support services
available on campus
for victims of sexual
assault and rape.
Public Safety
has been involved in
the making of this
new organization on
campus. Officers
participate in meet
ings and have played
a role in research to
create a more effective orga
nization.
"There are huge dis
crepancies between the num
ber of rapes reported to Pub
lic Safety and the number re
ported in the Counseling
Center. Public Safety is
working hard to get more fe
male officers on staff to make
it so more women feel com
fortable in reporting these
crimes against them," King
said.
Students on campus

have shown interest in
S.T.A.R. and are optimistic
that it will have positive re
sults.
"I think it is good that
teachers and students are com
ing together to address an im
portant problem," said Amy
Roban, a junior.
"Any group teaching so
ciety about rape is a good way

Until recently,
there has been
limited
information
and support
services
available on
campus for
victims of
sexual
assault and
rape.
to prevent it," said Kristen
Maize, a first year student.
Although student inter
est has initially been positive,
S.T.A.R has not officially been
recognized as an organization.
"We have 100 interested
people on our e-mail list, and
we have about 20 to 30 people
who come to our informal
meetings. But it is frustrating
because we don't have an of
fice or an extension that stu
dents and faculty can call if
they want to get involved,"

King said.
"Hopefully we will be
successfully recognized by
Associated Students soon, so
we can solve that problem and
begin to expand."
However, S.T.A.R. does
not expect positive coopera
tion from the administration
on campus.
"We don't think the ad
ministration will be very sup_ portive of our goals because
they obviously have an im
age and idea of what USD is
supposed to be, and they have
to uphold it," King said.
Despite its status,
S.T.A.R has connected with
other organizations on cam
pus to begin the education
mission. A member of the
group is working to set up a
support group dedicated to
survivors through the Coun
seling Center.
Religious Studies Pro
fessor Dr. Evelyn Kirkley
and Sociology Professor Dr.
Rafik Mohamed will give a
presentation on the subject of
rape including a question/
answer session on Mar. 6 at
7 p.m. in Palomar Lounge.
S.T.A.R. has also con
nected with Campus Connec
tions in sponsoring a "Rape
Awareness Week" in April,
which will include a "Take
Back the Night" event and a
"Clothesline Project."
Once the organization
has been established,
S.T.A.R. will also focus on
giving presentations to
classes, sororities, fraternities
and other organizations on
campus in hopes of prevent
ing rape and creating a strong
support network for survivors.
To obtain information
about events or S.T.A.R., call
Jordan Oates at 260-2942 or
e-mail Molly King at
mking@acusd.edu.
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RAs burn out on job
Jeremy Horn •

Assistant News Editor

The voluntary resigna
tion of five RAs last semester
continues to raise questions
and concerns about the rea
sons behind their decision to
leave. RA bumout is one ex
planation that has circulated
across campus and into the
office of Larry Perez, assistant
director of housing and resi
dence life.
After calling a meeting
with 12 current RAs to ex
press his concern and gain
feedback about the burnout
rumor, Perez believes that the
RAs who left, did so for per
sonal reasons.
"The first question 1
asked [at the meeting] was
about RAs getting burnt out
on the job, but no one really
talked about it," Perez said.
With the pressures of
school and the job, stress at
any given moment in the se
mester is both natural and ex
pected.
Brian Torio, a new RA
in the Vistas, spent some time
looking into what his position
required.
"It takes a lot of time
management, and I knew that
going into it," Torio said.
"Burnout occurs in people
that don't know what's com
ing."
In the past, there were
42 RAs on campus and the
resignation of two or three
was not unheard of. Perez
points out that at the begin-

ning of the year, the staff in
creased to 50. Out of those
50 RAs, 30 have re-applied
for next year.
The fact that five RAs left
last semester does not greatly
concern Perez because the
percentage of those who leave
the job is expected to increase
as the staff gets larger.
Although it is not clear
why all five RAs left at the
end of the semester, Perez
confirms that two transferred
to other universities.
The 2.5 GPA require
ment, although not necessar
ily the case last semester, is
also another reason that RAs
in the past have left their po
sitions.
Darcy Belfigilo, a
former RA and the new Resi
dent Director for Camino/
Founders, believes that some
people are so enthusiastic
about their position, they of
ten focus more on RA respon
sibilities than on other activi
ties.
"Being an RA can be
more fun than academics at
times," Belfiglio said.
"School becomes the second
priority whereas it should be
the first."
While college life lends
itself to a pattern of stressful
times, like midterms and final
projects, RAs are not ex
cluded from experiencing
these pressures.
Perez believes that one

of the more challenging posi
tions is to be an RA in a fresh
men residence hall.
"The freshmen RA has
more taxing issues, from
roommate problems to home
sickness," Perez said.
RDs help alleviate some
of this stress by scheduling
activities like dinner nights
and other off-campus excur
sions. Belfiglio explains that
it is her responsibility to talk
with the RAs on a regular ba
sis.
"Part of an RD's job is
to keep up with their lives,"
Belfiglio said. "While they
may be having trouble aca
demically, the RAs don't nec
essarily come to us."
Whether the cause for an
RA to leave is due to bumout,
academics or other personal
reasons, there is still concern
for the residents that may be
affected by the transition.
Perez states that the turn
over to a new RA in the middle
of the school year does uproot
the system to some extent. He
points to the connections that
former RAs have made with
their residents and the impor
tance of a steady, experienced
college student in the lives of
freshmen learning to adjust.
"No one likes change,"
Perez said. "Residents will
benefit most from an RA that
wants to be there and that en
joys the job."

DkJittMfrom pg. 5
curriculum, introduced
new classes, designed a pro
duction/technical theater pro
gram, recruited new profes
sors and established the tradi
tion of a major production ev
ery semester.
"There was no theater pro
gram before [Dr. Bennett],
which is an enormous credit to
her. It's a strong minor now,"
Hinton said.
Bennett's ultimate goal of
making Theatre Arts a major
at the University remains un
fulfilled. "Her only regret in

leaving is that the major is not
in place," Hinton said. "She
was an inch away."
Bennett's involvement
with the University is far from
over. She has volunteered to
help the transition run more
smoothly and to help guide the
direction of the department af
ter her resignation.
The fate of the program
mainly depends on the com
bined efforts of David Smith
and the future Theatre Arts co
ordinator, who will be selected
by a search committee this

September.
"I plan to continue with
the direction that [Bennett] set
forward and split my time
equally amongst the four in
dividual programs," Smith
said. The individual programs
in the Fine Arts Department
are music, theatre, visual arts
and dance.
"[Bennett] is the most in
credible person. She devoted
herself selflessly to the depart
ment and gave of her time
equally to each program,"
Smith said.

EDUARDO SALOUTI

A high school student puts his walking shoes to the test.

Engineering
students
'Walk on Water'
Jeremy Horn •

Assistant News Editor

High school students
and engineering students
from the University got their
chance to walk on water, lit
erally, last Saturday.
The tenth Annual Walk
on Water Contest, hosted by
the University's Department
of Engineering, gave engi
neering and high school stu
dents the chance to design
and test buoyant shoes that
would enable them to liter
ally walk across the
University's Olympic-size
swimming pool.
The event consisted of
four to five member teams
totaling approximately 140
people. University teams
competed against 13 high
school teams.
The goal was to design
the most buoyant shoes in
order to cross the surface of
the University pool.
One member of the

team, the "shoe pilot," was to
cross the pool while remain
ing upright without any means
of support.
"Not a lot of people
make it across," said Rasheed
Behrooznia, student coordina
tor for the event.
The winner of the com
petition is usually the team
with the "driest shoe pilot."
Prizes and plaques are
awarded to the top finishers
and most interesting design. '
The event is a require
ment for first-year engineering
students in Engineering 20.
The competition was not
without rules, however. The
shoes used were not allowed
to exceed eight feet, be tied
together or rise any higher
than the knees.
The maximum amount
that could be spent on the shoe
materials was $100.
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Opinion

Editorial and commentary

May I beAsso
bold?
to use the C and V words
Brother Tom Thing OFM
Dear Editor,
Last week in the Vista an
article titled "Stuff banned
from Market" appeared,
which caused discomfort, dis
appointment and some excite
ment!
The student author chose
not to identify the staff mem
ber who, according to the au
thor, had the magazine
"banned" because "that is not
the sort of thing we should be
spending our parents' money
on."
Unfortunately, as often is
the case, when one is being
quoted, only parts of the con
versation were used, losing
what 1 believe to be the es
sence of the conversation.
Along those lines, this
particular staff member did
not know he was being inter
viewed for an article to appear
in this newspaper, or any other
publication.
I would think that one
needs permission, or at the
very least, identify herself/
himself as writing an article to
quote a casual conversation.
Maybe that's just common
courtesy?
I was also disappointed
that the author failed to cap
ture "why" this particular staff
member raised the "Stuff' is
sue in the first place.
I am that staff member the

• Associate University Minister

author misunderstood. 1 have
worked here at USD for six
years and have had the privi
lege to grow to love hundreds
of bright, talented and faithfilled students.
For some reason, I feel
compelled to clarify what I
believe to be a misrepresenta
tion of my thoughts, which I
believed to be the sub-

teaching and values lived out
and professed by Jesus Christ,
founder of Christianity.
Admittedly at times, I am
a poor example of what it
means to be a follower of
Jesus Christ.
My knowledge of Chris
tianity is based on both my
reading and personal lived ex-

ciding which pants or dress to
wear today. It is much deeper
and profound than that.
Two years ago, it was
fashionable among some of
our students to wear a brace
let, which read, "WWJD"
(What Would Jesus Do). Was
this for the sake of fashion?
I have also noted a num-

"The author failed to capture why
this particular staff member
raised the "Stuff" issue in the first
place."
stance and truth in our conver
sation.
My motivation had noth
ing to do with censoring or
controlling how one decides to
spend one's money.
I apologize, I may have
made a few assumptions about
the author. For this, I beg his
forgiveness.
I begin by using the Cword, and the V-word. I ad
mit, I like using the C and V
words: Christian and Values!
I must also admit to the
reader, I am a Christian. As a
Christian, I try to live my life
according to the principles,

periences.
To my understanding we
are to model our everyday life
after the life and values of
Jesus. This means we are
called to examine every ac
tion, every thought and every
decision in light of Jesus
Christ.
Christians are challenged
to reflect on the movies we
watch, the magazine we pur
chase, the way we treat others
and ourselves, the places we
go and things we do for recre
ation, in light of the values that
Jesus lived.
Christianity is not like de

ber of students returning from
a retreat wearing a cross with
beads around their necks. Is
this too only for fashion? I
hope not!
I believe these are at
tempts to assist the individual
to recognize that Christianity
is more than going to church,
more than going on a retreat,
more than reading the Bible
and more than helping build a
home for someone in need.
I recall seeing a t-shirt a
few weeks ago that pictured
hundreds of fish swimming in
a pond in the same direction.
I looked closer and no

ticed a few fish swimming in
the opposite direction. Under
neath, the caption read, "Don't
be conformed to this world,
but be transformed (Ro
mans)."
This simple t-shirt cap
tures what I am trying to com
municate. Christianity is not
easy!
Remember how Jesus
died or why he was murdered?
Hint, Jesus was like those few
fish, going in the opposite di
rection.
Maybe more of us on
campus will begin to practice
Christianity in the Market
place in the Cafe, in the Deli,
in the residence halls and ev
erywhere the "C" & "V"
words belong!
Let me be clear, I am in
no way eager or interested in
banning or controlling all
movies or magazines on cam
pus. Nor am I out to ban a par
ticular magazine.
I am, however, interested
in assisting in the intellectual
and religious development of
all our USD community mem
bers.
I was presented with an
opportunity to raise the bar, "a
teachable moment," and I
chose to seize it!

Revisiting old school photos from the *
John Donnelly •

Professor of Philosophy

Dear Editor,
On page 18 of the Febru
ary 22nd issue of the Vista,
there is an oft-reprinted pic
ture of an intramural cham
pionship men's basketball
team.
Talk of deja-vu all over
again! The picture, which is
never properly identified,

dates from the late 1970's and
consists of four players.
For the USD historical
record, the players pictured
(but never named) are: my
self (on the upper left side),
Ted
Peterson,
Rich
Michelmore and a kneeling
Greg Perkins.
There was a fifth player

named John Cook who was
absent from the picture.
The team was called
Doc's Jocks and it went un
defeated winning the USD in
tramural championship as
well as the San Diego City in
tercollegiate championship.
We are not unbruised,
however, as I suffered two

broken noses, a tear in my
knee and several fractured
ribs.
Our unpictured fifth
player John Cook went on to
coach women's volleyball at
the University of Wisconsin.
Cook now coaches at the
University of Nebraska
which went undefeated this

past season and won the
NCAA championship, with
Cook being named coach of
the year.
I was the only non-USD
undergraduate on the team as
the Chair of the Philosophy
Department. Mens sana in
corpore sano.
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Institute not understaffed
Joyce Neil

• Director of Institute for Peace and Justice

Dear Editor,
We were delighted that
the Vista sent Jennifer
Stavros to meet with us to do
a story for the paper on the
new Institute for Peace and
Justice (IPJ).
We welcome student in
terest and involvement in the
IPJ.
Two of my colleagues
met with Jennifer first and
told me that she had come
over to write a story on the
understaffing of the Institute.
They were surprised
since they were not aware
this was an issue and told her
that this was not the case.
When Dr. Dee Aker
(Acting Assistant Director
and director of WorldLink)
and I met with Jennifer the
next day, she again men
tioned
the
issue of
understaffing.
I told her that although
we have a small staff, we are

not currently understaffed.
Over the next few years, the
IPJ will certainly expand.
I was disappointed to open
the Vista last week and see the
article, "Understaffed Kroc In
stitute needs students."
This is factually incorrect,
going against the information
Jennifer was given, both in
terms of understaffing and the
idea that students would "staff"
the institute.
The Institute will not be
staffed by students at any point.
We will have student interns
and work-study students, but
this is a professional academic
institute and will be staffed ac
cordingly.
We do not require "more
student involvement in order to
expand." We do hope for stu
dent interest and involvement
but not for staffing purposes.
When Jennifer met with
us, she mentioned that there
was an "agenda" at the Vista

office to do a story on the
"understaffing" of the Institute
but agreed that she did not
hear anything from any of us
that would lead her to con
clude this was the case.
We had a wide-ranging,
positive conversation about
the exciting developments on
the USD campus with this
new Institute. Therefore, we
did not anticipate that
understaffing would be the
topic, much less the title, of
the article.
The new Institute is meant
to be not only a place for dia
logues on peace and justice,
but a place where people can
begin to "walk the walk" of
peace.
There is conflict in all of
our lives; to seek it out ex
pressly for sensational pur
poses such as in this article
violates the spirit of the new
Institute and my own personal
principles.

I have refused to appear
on TV "news" shows that pit
people against each other sup
posedly for informational pur
poses because 1 do not believe
that creating conflict for enter
tainment is a valid form of in
formation sharing.
I am grateful to Jennifer
and the Vista editors for in
cluding IPJ upcoming events,
and I hope the Vista will con
tinue to publish information
about the IPJ and to follow our
development.
As the IPJ continues to
bring in speakers and hold
seminars and conferences that
raise difficult questions, I'm
sure there will be many con
troversial and interesting is
sues to write about.
I hope that in the future,
however, the reporting will be
more accurate and reflect bet
ter the underlying principles of
the Institute.

Marissa Finn
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Capitalist argues point
Joshua Palmer

• Senior

Dear Editor,
Dave Randall writes in
his February 25th column
"our consumerist capitalist
system is...a big, useless,
shiny thing."
Additionally, he thinks
it's wrong that people can
have two Lexus cars or
gold trim on their Mercedes
while others in the world
starve.
Gee...group hug any
one?
Back in the real world,
we students of USD spend
$20,000 a year on tuition
and thousands more on
housing.
Here at USD we spend
tons ripping out the grass
every so often so it's al
ways perfectly green. Here
at USD we spend money on
importing snow.

And here at USD, in our
air conditioned classrooms
equipped with state of the art
computers, projectors and
other multimedia, we dia
logue about the world's
wealth inequalities.
Far beyond our parking
lots of shimmering Land Rov
ers, Mercedes and Toyota
Four Runners are the world's
poor and starving.
Aren't we all so special
now for noticing that much of
the outside world is poor and
starving?
Let's all have one giant
pat on the back...there, that
feels better, doesn't it?
Here's the point: though
it may please some of your
teachers and friends to bash
capitalism and wealth in
equalities, doing it on this
campus is pretty much hypo

critical.
If you believe what you
say, then get the same degree
for less at State, (where the
grass looks like era,) and mail
the extra cash to Sally
Struthers.
But if you really care
about the world's poor and
starving and would like to
help them beyond self-con
gratulatory rhetoric, go get a
good job and start creating
wealth and then buy things.
That way, more jobs are
created. Example: the girls
here at USD wear tons of nice
outfits and have tons of
shoes—because of their pur
chasing habits so many
people outside our country
now have a job preferable to
starving.
And that works with cars,
computers,
toys,
cell

phones.. .you name it. So if
you want an extra Lexus or
two, go for it!
And if anyone gripes
about it, just start listing all
of the people your purchase
employed: mechanics, steel
workers, engineers, accoun
tants, gas station attendants.
Students walk for ethnic
studies.
If that's not enough, start
naming off"all the people that •
those people employed with
the money they got from you.
So if you really care
about the poor, become a bet
ter capitalist.
And PS.. .More money is
given to charity now (with
these wealth inequalities)
than ever before in the history
of mankind.
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Eating disorders pervade campus:?
Caley Cook

• Associate Editor

In the spring of 1996, the
president of a sorority house
at a large northeastern univer
sity was trying to figure out
why the house's plastic sand
wich bags were disappearing
in hordes.
After a bit of questioning,
the bags, filled with vomit,
were found in a basement
aathroom.
The president was
'shocked," especially when
she found out that all of the
building's pipes, eroded by
gallons of stomach acid,
would have to be replaced.
That university is not
anique in that these women
reported that it was not OK
for them to talk about their
image of their bodies, or what
they were doing to change it.
It's not OK to talk about
eating disorders at USD, ei
ther.
Young Americans have
fallen into the trap of believ
ing the message that 'thin is
good, no matter the cost.'
The end (the possibility
of a razor thin body) justifies
the means for many people,
and this leads to rampant eat
ing disorders.
Unfortunately, Univer
sity students have ruled out
no means by which to reach
the desired end.
According to Seattle's
Eating Disorders Awareness
and Prevention group
EDAP), an estimated five to
seven percent of America's
12 million undergraduates are
afflicted with anorexia (a
pathological fear of weight
gain leading to extreme
weight
loss),
bulimia
[bingeing followed by purgng) or binge eating (compul
sive overeating).
"College students are
away from their families, and
there's tremendous pressure
to find their way in the
world," said Jennifer Biely,
EDAP's director. "Food is
one thing they can control."
There will never be com

pletely reliable, uncontest
able statistics pertaining to
the percentage of USD stu
dents with eating disorders,
but exposure to these diseases
is on the rise.
"In the United States, ap
proximately 10 percent of
girls and women (numbering
up to 10 million) are suffer
ing from diagnosed eating
disorders.
At least 50,000 of these
girls and women will die as a
direct result," Christine
Hartline, of the Eating Disor
der Referral and Information
Center, said on their website.
Students claim to be
dead-set against the act of
throwing up a dinner in order
to achieve a quality wasteline, yet how many people
would actually take action in
preventing this person from
doing it again? Not many
would.
The sparkling image that
young men and women strive
for is largely based on intake
of media images.
People establish an ideal
body image as early as four
to five years old by viewing
different types of media, ac
cording to the American Psy
chology Association.
Body image is defined as
the mental representation or
perception a person has of his
or her body.
Body image is the picture
of the body as seen through
the mind's eye, which is not
necessarily realistic.
American lives are con
stantly bombarded with ideal
body types on television, in
newspapers and magazines,
on the internet and even in
advertisements on the radio.
In a recent poll by People
magazine 80 percent of
women reported that the im
ages of women on TV and in
movies, fashion magazines
and advertising make them
feel insecure about their
looks.
No matter how much

people consciously resist the
need to be like an image, a
person is always ingesting the
trends without consciously
realizing it.
Women perceive that the
body of the increasingly thin
Jennifer Aniston would be
more desirable than, for in
stance, the "busty" Christina
Ricci.
Ricci is two sizes smaller
than the average American
woman. There is something
wrong with this picture. Lit
erally.
In order to curtail the eat
ing disorders that are fester
ing in the University commu

nity, change must start at the
source.
Discuss the body images
that surround you. Don't al
low a person close to you to
become sick over what they
believe is more attractive.
"Everybody, especially
young people, need skills in
critically analyzing messages
and images portrayed in the
media to develop realistic as
sessments regarding their
own ideal body shape and
size," according to Dr.
Dianne Neumark-Sztainer in
an article posted on the Pre
venting Eating Disorders
website.

Change may be as simple
as telling your ten year old
sister that she doesn't need to
wear a pink tube top like
Britney Spears to be beauti
ful.
Or maybe you should tell
your little cousin that he can
become an Olympic wrestler,
no matter what he weighs.
These disturbing disor
ders need to be addressed and
it's not going to begin with si
lence.
There is only one person
who can start the dialogue,
who's it going to be?

Classified advertising
Shifts Available- Banquets and
Catering. All shifts now available: early
a.m., lunch, dinner. No experience nec
essary. Flexible schedule. Contact Jeff
Middlebrook @4560, or stop by Maher
137.
Campus Interviews- Summer of
your life-Camp Wayne, NE PA. Coun
selor Specialists for all Land/Water
sports. Tennis; Outdoor AdventureClimbing/Ropes, Camping, Mtn Bik
ing; Sailing/Waterskiing/Boating; La
crosse; Roller Hockey; Rocketry, Soc
cer; A & C, Drama, Radio, Video &
more. RNs for Health Center. Inter
views on WED, April 4. Call 1-888549-2963;
Email:
info@campwayne.com; Online applica
tion: www.campwayne.com
Fraternities * Sororities * Clubs
* Student Groups- Earn $1000-$2000
this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour
fundraising event. No sales required.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so
call
today!
Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at
888-923-3238,
or
visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

Camp Wayne For Girls- Sister half
of brother/sister children's camp in
Northeast Pennsylvania (3 hrs from New
York City). If you love children and want
a caring, fun environment we are look
ing to hire a staff from 6/19-8/17/01 for:
Tennis, Gymnastics, Team Sports, Golf,
Cheerleading, Aerobics, Ropes, Swim
ming (W.S.I, preferred), Waterskiing,
Sailing, Fine Arts & Crafts, Guitar, Pho
tography, Video, Piano, Drama. Other
staff needed: Camping/Nature Director,
Group Leaders, Administrative positions,
Drivers (21+), Office. On campus inter
views April 7th Call 1 -800-279-3019 or
go
to
our
website
at:
www.campwavnegirls.com

FREE PUPPY!! An adorable 4
month old german shepard/pit bull is in
need of a good home. Shots have been
taken care of. Please call 858-274-2071.
Fall Lease: 5 bedroom, 2 bath, 10
bed Mission Beach House at 714 Devon
Ct. Available 1 Sept. $3800/month. Call
Mia 858-488-3254

Want to place a classified?
Call the Vista!
619-260-4714
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President

Genoveva Aguilar

Qualifications:

AS Director of Multicultural Issues
AS Secretary of Multicultural Programming
United Front co-spokesperson
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicana/o de Aztlan President

As AS President, 1 plan to share all the passion 1 have tor
serving as a leader for all the students at USD. 1 would
like to be the mentor, the sister and friend to encourage
the voices of all the students to be heard at all levels of

Ethnic Studies Planning Committee
Founder of Entre Mujures Platicas
Human Relations Facilitator

USD.
Given the chance, 1 would like to improve USD by work
ing hard for the University of San Diego to stand true to
its mission statement of being inclusive of everyone, for
this reason 1 would like to work on what many students

Rainbow Educator

want, "Ethnic Studies."

Qualifications

Orientation Board
Junior senator
Vice President of RHC
Special Olympics coordinator
Student mentor

As AS President, 1 plan to put forth my best effort in hopes
of creating an environment where every student leels he/
she has a place to fit in. 1 will embrace the rich cultural
diversity on campus and succeed in getting the Ethnic
Studies major passed. Lastly, 1 will perform my duties
with honesty and integrity, ensuring this is truly an orga
nization for the student.
Given the chance, 1 would like to improve USD by en
couraging interaction between fellow students and teach
ers, while at the same time promoting a sense of unity
among the different clubs and organizations on campus.
More specifically, 1 will try to lower the cost of textbooks,
find more parking for students and eliminate the S5 Add/
Drop fee.

Ryan Sternoff

Qualifications

Phi Kappa Theta Vice-President: May 2000 to Feb.
2001
Interfraternity Council Vice President of Public

an effective representative of the concerns of the students
and will efficiently take the steps necessary to remedy
the problem. My exceptional dedication, dependability
and enthusiasm will be extremely helpful it elected to

this position.
Give the chance, I would like to improve USD by working
to make the actual experience of attending USD as
pleasant as possible. This includes striving for an
environment where all members of the student body can
feel completely comfortable as well as attempting to
Workshop: March 2000
T.E.A.M. San Diego: Greek Leadership Retreat: Jan. address all student concerns with increased efficiency.
Also, if given the chance 1 would do all that is possible to
2000
respond to student requests in regards to AS programming
events to assure that finances from the members of the
As AS President, 1 plan to be a representative voice of
student body see their concerns addressed promptly and
the student body of USD. This means listening to the
feel that they have truly had a say in the operation ot
concerns of each and every student and reflecting the
Associated Students, then AS can genuinely be considered
concerns that they may have to the appropriate board or
a representative voice of the populous that it represents.
administrative group. Regardless if the concerns involve
parking, academics, campus dining or diversity, I will be

Relations: March 2000 to Dec. 2000
Phi Kappa Theta Leadership College: Aug. 2000
Western Regional Greek Conference: April 2000
IFC/Panhellenic and United Front Human Relations

» Some candidates responses may be edited for length.

FWtion calendar
Tuesday, March 6
Campaign Day
12:15- Presidential Debate outside UC (weather permitting)
Candidates' information booths

Friday, March 9
General Election results posted at AS Executive Office

Wednesday, March 14 and Thursday, March 15
Run-off Elections 9-5 in UC upper foyer

Wednesday, March 7 and Thursday, March 8
General Elections 9-5 in UC upper foyer

Friday, March 16
Final Election results posted at AS Executive Office
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VP of Finance

VP of Academics
Nathalia Osorio

As VP of Academics, I plan to represent
the student body and be a voice for them
among the faculty and administration. I
want to deal with concerns and issues

that students have regarding academics.
I also want to create more awareness
about academic integrity and other
issues that both faculty and students
face.
Given the chance, I would like to
improve USI) by having more parking
spots!! I would work as a representative
to deal with student issues that need
attention. Hopefully my efforts will help
make a difference and USD can be a
more diverse campus. I would also want
to improve USD by listening to the
concerns of ALL students... making an
effort to reach out.
As VP of Academics, I plan to strengthen
the relationship between the student and
the professor, allowing both to further
benefit from the other's knowledge.
Given the chance, I would like to
improve USD by making our campus a
model of integrity for all other schoolsour campus will not only be a safe place
to learn, but a safe place to live as well.

W

David Piscitelli

Ibrahim El-Mezian

As VP of Academics, I plan to continue
promoting and raising awareness about
Academic Integrity to students and
faculty through programs, presentations
and marketing. This is a critical step in
implementing President Hayes' five year
plan to adopt an honor code system at
USD, which I plan to take on as a major
project. I also plan to resume efforts in

Alicia Wells

As VP of Academics, I plan to do my best
to make USD a place of intellectual
acceptance, stimulation and integrity. I
would like to enhance the relationship
between the faculty and student body,
using my position as a University liaison
and a voice for the students to open and
maintain proactive lines of communica-

merging the Academic Integrity Council
and the Academic Integrity Hearing
Committee into an Honors Council, which
will serve as a student run body presiding
over Academic Integrity violations and
related issues.
Given the chance, I would like to improve
USD by first, performing my duties as
Vice President of Academics to the best of
my ability and to put forth my all into
everything I do. Second, I would like to
create a game room in the UC w ith pool
and tennis tables, arcades, televisions and
a sports bar. In addition, I would like to
improve USD by reaching out to more
students and encourage them to become
more involved on campus. The key to
USD's growth is in our hands: the
students. Our teamwork and collabora
tion brings together the ideas that
improve USD and our experiences here!
tion. Through collaboration with other
student officials, I will create an atmo
sphere of academic growth on campus as
well as tailor my goals to the needs and
concerns of the students.
Given the chance, I would like to im
prove USD by focusing on the impor
tance of academics and the cultivation of
higher learning. By implementing
academic programming that is fun as
well as intellectually stimulating, I would
improve the USD academic atmosphere
while at the same time giving students
the chance to actively enhance their own
education. Ultimately, I would like to
maintain and develop USD's reputation
as a school with rigorous academic
standards and an attention to the
student's role in fulfilling a criterion of
academic integrity.

VP of Student Issues

I

As VP of Finance, I plan to work with the
AS board to create budgets, properly
manage funds of AS, help directors and
officers allocate funds, as well as aid the
AS board with leading student programs.
Given the chance, I would like to im
prove USD by encouraging students to
get involved in student programs.
Students should take advantage of
leadership opportunities to diversify and
challenge themselves. I would also like to
listen to students' ideas and help them
create programs that benefit their college
experience.

•1
Marissa Ontiveros

Morgan Blixseth

Angela Mitchell

As VP of Finance, I plan to make sure
that the budget of AS is organized and
properly allocated to the benefit of the
entire student body. Also being informa
tive to the students as well as the sena
tors and directors of AS.
Given the chance, I would like to
improve USD by helping to unify the
student body of AS by increasing
participation and spirit at school wide
events.

As VP of Finance, I plan to spend your
money. My goal is to allocate our AS
money to the groups, clubs and pro
grams that the student body voices their
desire for. Here's the deal, I'll spend
your money fairly on good stuff, and I
won't waste it.
Given the chance, I would like to
improve USD by making all the side
walks sparkly like the one in front of
Maher.

VP of Multicultural Relations
As VP of Multicultural Relations, I plan
to set a high standard as the first VP in
this position and fulfill the goals set by a
more decentralized programming
process working with all groups pro
gramming for diversity.
Given the chance, I would like to
improve USD by helping to further
institutionalize diversity on our campus
by assisting in programming for diver
sity and strengthening groups on our
campus working to spread awareness to
encompass all students.

As VP of Programming, I plan to work
with next years AS programmers to
bring performers and plan events that
interest the student body here at USD.
Given the chance, I would like to
improve USD by having an AS Executive
Board which is unified and together, will
listen to voices of the USD community to
direct events and issues to their needs.

Joel Michel

As Vice President of Student Issues, 1
plan to meet the needs of all students on
campus. From ethnic studies to the
runny kidney beans in the Caf. I care
about all your concerns.
Given the chance, I would like to
improve USD by creating an awareness
of the similar issues that students have in
the USD community and promote a
better understanding of those issues
between our community.
As VP of Student Issues, I plan to fulfill
all responsibilities of the position and
work together with the other executive
members to create an efficient, orga
nized and productive executive board. I
hope to use this opportunity to meet new
people and to explore another avenue of
leadership at USD.
Given the chance, I would like to
improve USD by providing a way for the
USD student body to voice their opinions
and state their issues. I hope to stimu
late other campus organizations by being
an encouraging, resourceful leader to the
directors, secretaries and senators.

Senior Senators
Becca Summers
As senior senator, I plan to organize
and put on many events for the senior
class. As VP of Finance now, I know
EXACTLY how to do the most
difficult part of planning these, paying
for them! I will make our senior year

RianneSiler
As senior class senator, I plan to have
a fantastic time!

one to truly remember!
Given the chance, I would like to improve
USD by making the student body more
informed of events and happenings here
at USD. I would also like to continue
working with graduation to find the best
and most accommodating way to do the
ceremony.

Joey Chiappetta

Nate Mcintosh

As junior senator, I plan to represent
my junior class to the fullest of my
capabilities. I will try to unite my
whole class by organizing a broad

spectrum of programs. As senator, 1
think it is most important to fully
represent my whole class, doing so I will
try to stay in communication with
representatives from all groups.
Given the chance, I would like to
improve USD by not only paying
attention to the junior class, but attempt
ing to unify all students. In my class, I
think the commuters and transfers need
to be included more in order to enrich
our community at USD. Incorporation
with Mr. Craig Weinkauf, I will assist
him in his efforts to establish the KUSD
radio station.

Sophomore Senators
Scott Humphreys

Abby Jarl

As sophomore senator, I plan to make a
lot of little changes in the school that
might not seem like a lot but add up to
much more and help out the student
body and make this campus a better and
more enjoyable place. I want to express
to the University and the rest of AS what
the student body want and try my best to
get those things done.

As sophomore senator, I plan to unite
our class through events and activities. I
also plan to bring the issues of the
students forward and do as much as
possible to get what they want done. We
will take trips to places like the Price Is
Right, Jay Lcno or any other such things
that the students would enjoy.

Given the chance, I
would like to improve
USD by planning and
advertising fun gettogethers for seniors.

t

W SEEKING ARTISTS:

Junior Senators

VP of Programming
Edgar Montez
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As junior class senator, I
plan to make programs
juniors will be interested
in and enjoy. I will be
your voice for AS.
Given the chance, I
would like to improve
USD by improving
school spirit and trying
to do something about
parking!
As senator, I plan to do
my best to be your junior
senator and serve you as
best as I possibly can.
Given the chance, I
would like to impmve
USD by helping to solve
issues like parking,
ethnic studies and any
other issues the junior
class or school feels
necessary.
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CONTRIBUTE YOUR ART TO THE UNIVERSITY
OF SAN DIEGO CHARITY ART AUCTION

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO GET PAID
FOR YOUR ART
PROCEEDS BENEFIT BOTH THE ARTIST AND CAMP FOOT
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sellis@acusd.edu, X4865 OR COME TO AN
INFORMATIONAL THIS TUES. @ 12:15 IN U.C. 104
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Society & Culture

Life at USD

Culture influences education
Female minority population struggles

Natasha Fernandez •
The month of March is a
time to celebrate the achieve
ments of women throughout
history. Battles for women's
suffrage and employment op
portunities seem like issues of
the past.
But the country's fastest
growing female minority
population is struggling to
reach their potential.
"Latina students are at a
greater risk of not finishing
school or leaving school at an
earlier age than members of
any other group," according to
a study released last month by
the American Association of
Undergraduate Women.
Latinas have the lowest
graduation rates from both
high school and college, more
than Asians, African Ameri
cans and students of other eth
nic groups.
Latinas between the ages
of 16 and 24 have a dropout
rate of 30 percent, compared
to about 13 percent among
African American students,
and about 8 percent of white
students, according to the U.S.
Census Bureau.
These numbers mean that
Latinas are of the ethnic group
least likely to earn a college
degree.
Are these young women
slipping through the cracks of
this age of education and tech
nology?
Are the days of keeping
women in the kitchen still
alive?
The study points to cul
ture and family responsibili
ties as the leading causes of
these low educational achieve
ments.
The Latino culture
places family responsibilities
on girls at a young age, creat
ing a feeling of obligation to
stay at home and take care of
their family.
"Many Latinas are
brought up thinking they have
to cook and clean and raise

Society & Culture Editor
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Challenges: Graph shows the percentage of high school dropouts (male and female) be
tween the ages of 16 and 24. Latinos have the highest dropout rates among ethnic groups.
families and be housewives,
and they feel education isn't
one of their priorities," said
Patricia Fimbres, a senior.
Participants in the study
cited their familial responsi
bilities as taking care of sib
lings after school, working,
cooking and translating mate
rials for their family.
"Expectations are differ
ent among Latinos and
Latinas," said Karla Chavez,
a senior.
"Guys are the ones that
are supposed to go to school,
and Latinas are expected to
take care of their husband,"
Chavez said.
Chavez, a youth counse
lor through the California Stu
dent Opportunity and Access
Program (Cal-SOAP), a pro
gram geared towards advising
first generation college stu
dents from low-income fami
lies, believes that some kids
just need someone to "point
them in the right direction."
Latino parents, like most
other parents, wish the best for
their children, including a
good education, but financial
and social conditions often
prevent those wishes from be
ing satisfied, according to the
survey.
It may be more practical

for a young Latina from a lowincome family to stay home,
take care of the house or find
a job to help support the fam
ily, rather than spend a day in
a classroom.
"Latinas are working to
stop the frame of mind of our
grandparents who sometimes
see college as a waste of time,"
said Vanessa Hernandez, a
sophomore.
Conditions inside the
classroom may also be to rea
sons for such low graduation
rates among Latinas.

These young women are
often stereotyped by their
classmates and high school
counselors or are treated dif
ferently by their teachers, ac
cording to the study.
"If there's discrimination
in schools, it discourages the
kids," Chavez said. "I know
a lot of kids who are told to
just go to a community college
because counselors just think
they'll do better there."
Bilingual education, a
controversial topic in schools,
has been targeted by some

school officials who reviewed
this study.
Some educators claim that
students who take ESL
courses become stereotyped as
students who will never be
able to succeed in an Englishspeaking world.
Others believe bilingual
education helps students bet
ter understand their own lan
guage before leaning English
can only benefit studentsin the
future.
Either side may be cor
rect, but the number of Latina
dropouts remains steadily
above all other ethnic groups.
"Girls in general don't get
enough attention in class from
teachers," said Irma Castro,
manager of Student Advocacy
for San Diego City Schools.
Other hurdles Latinas face
include having the highest
rates of drug abuse and suicide
attempts, of those i nthe San
Diego School District.
But as social climates
change and more education is
available to families and stu
dents, Latinas in high schools
and colleges are fighting to
hold the doors open for future
generations of Latinas pursu
ing higher education.

Brighten Your Smile for the New Year
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470 Nautilus
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La Jolla
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(858) 459-3212

Miclielle
Zoubek
D.D.S
men/to* ad when
Jng appthnrmetv

$129"
Bleaching Special
Reg. $300.00
New Fftieno «riy

20% OFF any additional treatment*
including crowns, veneers & fillings
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Ifyon could invent any ho,me appliance, what would it dot
Melanie Stevens • Staff Writer

Ai When I get up, it
would make my bed, and
while it's making my bed,
my food is already made,
because it made it while I
was sleeping."
- Ryan Stack, So.

A:"I wish someone
would invent a kitty litter
box that would change it
self."
- Marie Minnick, Di
rector of Student Activi
ties

A "Something that
dresses me."
- Paulo Elias, Sr.

"Through Our Eyes"
ist holds dear,
"We are afraid of being
hurt, criticized, rejected. We
would be less afraid if people

A:"Something that

appliance it would be an
automatic door opener
that is voice-activated so
that when your hands are
full of a bunch of junk,
you could just say, 'Door
open.'"
-Lora McBay, So.

would clean my shoes."
- Neil Gillespie, Fr.

Student art exhibit

Heather Forrester • Staff Writer
Have you ever had an experience out of your comfort
zone? You know, a moment
where you stop in the middle
of it and think, "this is really
amazing".
During February and
March, an exhibit entitled
"Voices Project 2000:
Through Our Eyes" will be in
Founders Gallery.
Students from Gompers
and Jefferson High School
spent countless hours after
school and on weekends cap
turing their lifestyle through
pictures, composition, or on
video. The results are breath
taking.
All the students chose a
special way to bring their life
to art. When you walk into the
exhibit you will be taken to the
streets of southeast San Diego.
You might catch the
slightest glimpse of the neigh
borhood, or even what the art-

A:"If I could invent any

would be real by being hon
est, giving without expecting
to receive, opening up and ex
pressing their heart, their soul"

is part of one of the pieces.
The pieces are so real,
honest, and in your face, you
might feel a little taken aback.

PHOTO COURTESY OF "THROUGH OUR EYES"

The program was
headed by part-time USD art
faculty, Danielle Michaelis,
and artist, Andres Torres. Pro
fessor Sally Yard helped bring
the exhibit to USD.
To them, the workshops
are a way of teaching the stu
dents to find their own creative
voice and leam about art at the
same time.
The exhibition runs from
Feb. 7- Mar. 23, from 12:30
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. on school
days. The admission is free
and open to the public.
Getting out of your com
fort zone and experiencing
other peoples' perspectives
can be extremely eye-opening
and teach you a lot about your
self.
"Life is not a prison, but
it could be"; it just depends
how much of yourself you
want to open up to it.
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HARMONICA Just
JOHN
Bob
likeDylan only dijjferent
Jenny Pecoroni • Staff Writer

Music is valued by al
most everyone in society to
day and it plays various
roles in our lives.
For some, listening to
music is a way to relax, and
others enjoy dancing or
singing to music.
Although music is
considered by most as be
ing just one component of
our everyday life, others see
it as much more.
LISA ZOLLNER
Many teens and young
Harmonica John and friends jam in Aromas. John Frazer, also
adults envision themselves
known as Harmonica John, is at the drums.
becoming a famous music
star or part of a popular
ful they have the ability and
at the right time.
band.
talent to play.
Even
though
most
They dedicate much of
There are also people
their time to practicing with people would not turn down
their band (usually friends) the opportunity to be famous, who love music but do not
in hopes that they will make if it was offered to them, most play in a band.
Often times these people
realize the chances of it ever
it big.
meet with friends at
As most of us know, the happening are slim to none.
For these people, meeting someone's house or at vari
music industry is a tough
world in itself and in order with a band to play for fun ous locations for what they
call a "jam session."
to survive or make it, you can be just as rewarding.
A jam session is when
These
people
love
music
need to be amazing at what
about
five or six people come
you do or in the right spot so much that they are grate

together at a time without
ever practicing a specific
song, and just start playing to
gether.
It is amazing to see mu
sic come together so well and
sound as though they had
practiced the song before.
John Frazer, a faculty
member at USD (also known
by many as Harmonica John)
has been playing in jam ses
sions for many years.
When
Frazer was
younger, he began by playing
the drums.
Oftentimes he and the
guys who lived across the
street from him would get to
gether and start playing what
ever was in their minds.
One time before they all
began to jam, the neighbor
boys wanted to get Frazer
stoned for his first time.
"They gave me this weed
called "Acapulco Gold"
which was really good
weed," Frazet said.

After Frazer was stoned,
the guys said they would
trade him his drum set for
their diving tanks.
"Too stoned to know any
better, I agreed and later re
alized I did not have the balls
to go ask for my drum set
back," Frazer said.
Without a drum set, but
the need to express himself
musically, Frazer was intro
duced to the harmonica.
He used to play touch
football with some friends in
Claremont.
"One day I heard one of
the guys playing a harmonica
and 1 liked how it sounded,
so I asked to borrow it for a
day, which turned into three
weeks," Frazer said.
Frazer enjoyed the har
monica so much that he
bought one and continued to
playAwhile later, Frazer deSee
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Random thoughts:
Dave Randall • Staff Writer
And so, things I've learned
It's funny, going to col
lege. You learn things every this past week:
1.
It hails in San Di
day but never seem to notice
ego.
them until it comes time for a
It hurts to walk in
2.
midterm.
Then you learn things that the hail.
3.
The pain of walk
aren't going to be on a mid
ing in hail can be quickly over
term.
I thought that I would come by using said hail to
chronicle my random pieces throw a hailball at your room
of information that I gained mate who doesn't see you
this past week and share it walking behind him.
4.
My
roommate
with my unbeknownst fans.
doesn't
have
eyes
in
the back
I doubt that I have any un
beknownst fans, but it's nice of his head.
5.
Even if you put out
to think that there are some out
a record that mocks homosexu
there somewhere.
So go ahead and read a als, Elton John will still sing a
list of things that I've learned duet with you at the Grammys.
Elton John doesn't care about
this past week.
They may not seem amus Elton John bashing.
6.
Steely Dan is a mu
ing, and they even might make
you mad that you took the sical group, not a pomo star.
7.
Christina Aguilera
time to read this article. But
don't worry, I'm sure this ar has an album that is sung in
ticle is more amusing than Spanish.
8.
I don't like the
something that's really not
songs
Christina
Aguilera sings
amusing at all.

in Spanish. My distaste for her
transcends language.
9.
Shelby Lynne won
the Best New Artist Grammy,
despite having a career of 13
years and six albums.
Apparently, there is a dif
ferent definition of the word
"new" than the one I know.
10.
Jimmy Sturr won
the Grammy for Best Polka
Album for his record "Touched
by a Polka."
11.
"Touched by a
Polka" is the funniest name of
a song —ever.
12.
Enough people
still listen to polka and put out
new polka records that it mer
its its own Grammy award cat
egory.
13.
There aren't any
polka bars close to USD.
14.
I was the first per
son ever to ask the operator
who answered my call at 411
if she knew of any good polka
bars.

15.
The term "leagues"
was made up by the author of
"20,000 Leagues Under the
Sea," as it's not a real unit of
measurement. Apparently,
"20,000 Fathoms Under the
Sea" didn't sound cool enough
for him.
16.
The CIA can't ar
rest people.
17.
The United States
Army changed its slogan from
"Be All That You Can Be" to
"An Army of One."
I think the Army's old one
was much better, because it
sounded less fascist. "Be All
That You Can Be" fit so nicely
into a catchy jingle too, that
I'm sure caused hordes of
Americans to join the Army. If
my name was Juan, I'd join the
Army just to say I was an Army
of Juan.
18.
In the lobby of the
Horton Grand Plaza Hotel in
downtown San Diego, there is
a huge paper mache horse
named Sunshine.

Sunshine was made about
80 years ago, when the hotel
used to be a saloon.
19.
Not
everyone
thinks I'm funny.
20.
The members of
Wu Tang are Ghostface Killa,
Inspectah Deck, Method Man,
RZA, Giza, U-God, Rakewon
the Chef and some other guy.
I never knew of Inspectah
Deck before.
21.
Adam
Sandler
starred in a movie called "Go
ing Overboard," in which he
played a character named
Shecky Meskowitz, back in
1989.
I don't know if this movie
is good or not, but with a name
like Shecky, it's got to be good.
And so there you have it,
a random list of 21 things I
learned this past week. I feel
better about myself now that I
know I contributed to USD be
ing a community of scholars.
Scholars who now know who
won the Grammy for Best
Polka Album.
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What's going on in Balboa Park
Katie Dyer

• Staff Writer

The city of San Diego has
a shortage of things to do like
Los Angeles has a shortage of
mid afternoon traffic jams.
Amid all the concerts,
sporting events, sun, surf and
sand, one of San Diego's most
beautiful and interesting attrac
tions tends to get overlooked:
Balboa Park.
When a free afternoon, or
even an extra couple of hours,
present themselves, head to
Balboa Park to take part in any
number of exhibits, activities or
performances that are bound to
complete your day.
If you fancy photography,
are impressed by impressionist
paintings, crazy about cars,
trains and planes, pleased by
plays and performances or en
joy strolling through a horticul
tural heaven, then Balboa Park
is exactly what you are look
ing for.
Balboa Park consists of
over 1,200 acres in central San
Diego.
The park is more than 130
years old. The location was re
served for a park in 1868 by
San Diego city leaders only two
decades after the discovery of
gold in California.
Balboa Park has grown
considerably over the years and
is now home to an impressive
variety of attractions.
The park boasts more than
85 recreational and cultural or
ganizations, including 15 mu
seums, the world famous San
Diego Zoo and various per
forming arts groups, as well as
the Old Globe Theaters which
present at least 14 productions

John from
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cided to buy another drum
set. According to Frazer,
"finding people to jam with
was sometimes difficult, so I
began playing the drums and
harmonica together and have
been doing it ever since."
Frazer not only plays at
various jam sessions with
friends, he also plays with
other groups of people he

and 550 performances each
year.
Sounds overwhelming? It
can be. After all, Balboa Park
is a third larger than New York
City's 800-acre Central Park.
However, armed with a
little information on what the
park has to offer before arriv
ing, visitors can plan how best
to spend their day without get
ting distracted.
While visitors may not be
surprised to find the extremely
impressive Museum of Art,
Museum of Man or the Natu
ral History Museum (which has
recently reopened following an
expansive and beautiful remod
eling), other attractions seem to
be less well known to passers
by.
Among these less tradi
tional attractions, visitors seem
to be discovering a mecca of
fascinating exhibitions.
One of these particular at
tractions is the Japanese
Friendship Garden.
This establishment is
nested within a masterpiece of
botanical landscaping. Often
times, visitors enjoy coming to
this establishment simply to
enjoy the setting.
For people looking for a
little more stimulation, the
Japanese Friendship Garden
hosts a variety of classes.
These classes include in
struction in origami, coming in
March, and in April sushi
classes will be offered.
The Museum of Photo
graphic Arts is another mustsee.
This museum is constantly

changing the contents of its
galleries as it not only offers
permanent exhibits, but a vari
ety of traveling exhibits as well.
Coming in April, the Mu
seum of Photographic Arts will
host the traveling exhibit, "In
side Out."
This is a comprehensive
exhibition of collecting photog
raphy and collecting visions of
the world through photography.
Possibly one of the most
fun filled and entertaining parts
of Balboa Park is the Reuben
H. Fleet Science Center.
For example, on the first
Wednesday of every month,
visitors can watch a star struck
show in the Center's Plan
etarium.
In addition, the Science
Center is home to an IMAX
Dome Theater. Currently play
ing at the IMAX are three
shows: "Mission to Mir,"
"Wolves," and the action
packed "Wild California."
"Wild California" is a compi
lation of extreme footage taken
from all the outdoor activities
offered in California, including
surfing and snow boarding.
Also in the Science Center
is a variety of galleries com
posed of hands-on, do-touch
exhibits.
This is a virtual playground
for learning about natural phe
nomena. This is a particular fa
vorite with kids.
Among other growing fa
vorites in Balboa Park are the
San Diego Hall of Champions
Sports Museum, which is over
70,000 square feet and repre
sents over 40 different sports,

the Automotive Museum, the of.
A visitor simply has to de
Aerospace Museum and the
cide where he or she wishes to
World Beat Center.
Balboa Park also takes ad dine. Among some of the most
vantage of San Diego's amaz popular and beautiful restau
ing weather by offering plenty rant choices is The Prado.
The Prado is quickly be
of outdoor activities.
The Natural History coming one of San Diego's
Museum's volunteer naturalists most popular restaurants, offer
lead free weekend walks from ing a wonderfully decorated bar
Sept. through July in San and a large selection of Latin
Diego's mountain, canyon, la and Italian Cuisine.
For a more casual and ar
goon and desert habitats.
These walks range any tistic surrounding, the San Di
where from 90 minutes to six ego Museum of Art Sculpture
hours and usually cover about Garden Cafe and Bistro is very
popular with guests as they can
one to six miles.
If a leisurely stroll through dine, or simply snack, amongst
the park sounds like a more the magnificent sculptures of
appealing way to enjoy the Rodin, Miro and Calder.
great outdoors, once again the
Obviously Balboa Park has
more to offer than anyone could
options are plenty.
Visitors can enjoy any of fit into a single day.
The best way to enjoy
the park's numerous gardens as
Balboa Park is to decide what
they please.
A particular favorite is the you would like to see and do
Botanical Building. This green before arriving.
house variety structure holds
Unless of course, you sim
more than 2,100 permanent ply want to stroll the grounds
tropical plants as well as a va and enjoy the architecture,
fountains, gardens and weather.
riety of seasonal flowers.
To find out what's going on
The Botanical Building
opens on to a magnificent Lily at Balboa Park, visit its web site
Pound designed as an aquatic at www.balboapark.org.
Remember, the attractions
garden.
Another aspect of Balboa offered by Balboa Park are not
Park that should not be over only great in number but are
looked is its wonderful variety constantly changing with the
seasons and traveling exhibits.
of places to eat.
In other words, San
After all, walking through
all the exhibits and gardens of Diego's Balboa Park offers an
Balboa Park could make any endless supply of things to do
anytime, any day.
one hungry.
The restaurants and snack
carts located throughout the
park offer just about every food
a hungry visitor could dream

does not know.
There are few places in
San Diego that you can go
just to jam with different
people. That is where he met
the friends that he plays with
now.
Apart from being a fac
ulty member at USD and
playing music, Frazer is also
a Mobil DJ and plays at par
ties and weddings.
Last Thursday, Har
monica John "and Friends"
featuring John Frazer on the

harmonica and drums, Timo
thy Shoup on bass, Tony
Agosta on guitar and Brian
Craig on guitar, met and
played rockin' blues and
funky jazz from 6-9 p.m. in
Aromas.
There are a few more se
lected Thursday nights that
Harmonica John and Friends
will meet at Aromas from 69 p.m. to jam together.
A few of those dates hre
March 8, 15 & 29. On the
flyer Frazer states, "come lis

ten and watch as this super
group of San Diego musi
cians plays off each other and
creates the music as you ex
perience it.
No set lists, no plan. Just
music and fun. A veritable
JAM-AROMA!"
Frazer also noted that
San Diego will be holding its
2nd Annual Spring Harp Fest
for Blues in the Schools,
which includes music,
friends, fun, games and
prizes.

It will be taking place
Saturday Apr. 14, from 11:00
a.m. to 6:00 p.m. at the Harry
Griffen Park Amphitheater in
La Mesa.
Everyone is welcome,
and musicians, sponsors and
raffle donations are needed.
For more information,
you can contact Harmonica
John at (619) 263-6826 or
visit
the
web
at
www.harp.trev.org.
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Intercollegiate Athletics

Toreros fight noble battle
Jason Tteter •

Staff Writer

Last Saturday night before which they drew first blood on pass from Roy Morris, which
a home crowd of 4,117 scream a two point jumper. USD gave USD a 13-11 lead.
ing fans, the Toreros took on moved calmly down the court
The lead nearly diminished
the top ranked Gonzaga Bull and Tyler Field was fouled on until the Bulldogs missed a key
dogs. Gonzaga (12-1 in con his shot. At the line, he made shot which was grabbed by
ference) entered the game af
both attempts to tie up the Cameron Rigby, who had six
ter losing their
rebounds that night.
first conference
This set up Hanson's
match to Santa
assist to Andre Laws
Clara, thus halt
who drilled a threeing their 14
point jumper to bring
game winning
the lead to four. On the
streak.
The
Bulldogs next posses
Bulldogs led the
sion, Laws stole the ball
WCC in scoring,
and went down court,
rebounding, as
only to be fouled. Af
sists and defense
ter USD put their of
and posed a
fense in position. Laws
heavy threat to
was fouled again, this
the
Toreros.
time while shooting.
Last time the
He hammered in both
- Head Coach Brad Holland
two teams met it
attempts from the line,
was a sound
which brought the
beating in Washington, as game. The lead in the opening Torero lead to six with 8:23 re
Gonzaga triumphed. Looking eight minutes of play was like maining in the first half. USD
to even the score, the Toreros a tennis match with both teams would hold the lead until it was
came out firing.
returning shots on the other. Fi lost temporarily with a strong
The opening tip off was nally, at 12:03 Kevin Hanson dunk by the Bulldogs making
won by the Bulldogs, from nailed a two-point jumper off a the score 22-23 at 6:11.
The Toreros called
time out, regrouped and
planned to come back after
ERYN BRADY
quickly losing their edge.
Andre Laws shoots for the hoop Saturday night to bring the game
USD set up their offense
a little closer.
and passed the ball into
Rigby who was fouled, thus
1:36 remaining in the second
placing the Toreros in the USD next week.
one and one bonus. Rigby
In the second half the half when the Bulldogs sank a
sunk his first shot and his Toreros played what seemed to three-pointer, which put them
up by two. The Toreros
second followed suit to be a more physical game, al
bring the team back in the though Gonzaga's lead in marched down court in hopes
lead, 24-23 at 5:53. This creased up to eight points sev of closing the gap, and Rigby
lead would grow to six eral times. Soon it became was fouled, giving him two
points but sink at the half quite obvious that the thorn in shots. He was successful in
both attempts and gave USD a
with the score 37-34 in the Toreros' side was their own
renewed hope with a tie game
aggressiveness and the lack of
USD's favor.
At the half, Hooli boxing out. By 11:24 in the at 69 points. The coup d'grace
gan Jeremy Fonseca held of second half the Bulldogs al was delivered with the crowd
the belief that the Toreros' ready had the luxury of the on their feet, when the Bulldogs
lead was a direct result of double bonus, and they had drilled a three pointer to put
them ahead with 72 points and
his group's loud taunts to more rebounds than USD.
A combination of too many only 2.8 seconds remaining.
ward Gonzaga and wild
cheers for the Toreros. "We fouls and losing control of the That shot forged a gap that the
have got an advantage with paint would allow the dominat gallant Toreros could not
power in numbers. We will ing USD lead to dwindle. USD traverse. USD tried to mount
be here for the WCC Tour had the lead for nearly 25 min
nament," Fonseca said. utes, which started before the
See Toreros pg 20
Hopefully his group will first half ended. Then the en
provide extra backing for tire game would reverse with
ERYN BRADY
Sam Adamo passes the ball to a teammate.

"Our kids played a
great game, and it
came down to the
final possession."
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a comeback, but the game
was sadly out of reach.
After the game, the
Toreros Head Coach Brad
Holland stated, "Our kids
played a great game, and it
came down to the final posses
sion. A big time player had a
big time shot." He went on to
state that the team's main
problem was boxing out. "The
difference was offensive re
bounding. We did everything
very well except in that depart
ment," Holland said. "Fifteen
offensive rebounds is the most
anyone had on us all year."
Coach Holland pointed
out that the important time is
next week when USD squares
off against University of San
Francisco. "A win tonight
would have been nice, but we
would rather win next week

WCC

end. That's what we've trained
for and been looking forward
to." Holland looked confident
when speaking of San Fran
cisco. "USF is a good ball club,
and we have beaten them twice
... we need to be focused."
Tyler Field was rather posi
tive after the game when he
gave his thoughts about the up
coming WCC Tournament
hosted at USD. "We think we
can win the whole thing. There
is not a team we can't beat."
The school's large and
rather floppy mascot Big Blue
stated, "1 thank the Hooligans
for coming out. Come and
watch USD play."
Come to the Jenny Craig
Pavillion at approximately 8
p.m on Saturday to catch USD
in the first-round of WCC
Championship play against the
University of San Fransisco.

Torero baseball
defeats Matadors
Tara Bonney • Staff Writer

ERYN BRADY

Roy Morris defends the ball from Gonzaga.

at the JCP

WOMENS BASKETBALL
Thursday, March 1st

Game 1—12 Noon
#4 Pepperdine vs. #5 USF
Game 2—30 minutes after end of game 1
#2 Santa Clara vs. #7 Portland
Game 3—6:00 PM
#1 Saint Mary's vs. #8 Gonzaga
Game 4—30 minutes after end of game 3
#3 LMU vs. #6 San Diego
Friday, March 2nd

Semfinal 1—6:00 p.m.
Semifnal 2—30 minutes after end of game 1
Sunday, March 4th

Championship game—1:00 p.m.

Southern California
Thursday: 3-4 foot waist to shoulder high;
fair conditions
Friday: 3-4 foot waist to shoulder high with
occasional five foot; fair conditions
Saturday: 3-4 foot wait to shoulder high; fair
conditions

San Diego area
Thursday:

Friday:

Point Loma - 3-5 ft.

Point Loma - 5-6 ft.

Mission Bay - 2-5 ft.

Mission Bay - 2-6 ft.

Scripps - 3-4 ft.

Scripps - 4-5 ft.

Del Mar - 2.5 - 3 ft.

Del Mar - 3-5 ft.

The USD Toreros (6-6) earned an
other victory last Friday afternoon in
Northridge where they played the
CSUN Matadors (9-6). They came
back over the last three innings where
the score was 7-4 to conclude with a
win 9-8. This was intended to be the
first game of a three game series, how
ever, the remaining two games were
cancelled due to rain.
The Toreros were behind in the
last inning by one run. Sophomore
Tony Perez hit the game winning home
run, which was one of the eight total
homeruns in the game. Other
homcruns from USD included Greg
Sain, S.C Assael and junior Jason
Marian who scored a homer in the
opening of the ninth inning.
Tom Caple pitched in the final
inning for USD to earn his first save
as well as the first save of the season
for the USD pitching staff. Other
standouts in the game include Greg
Sain who had four RBI's, a three-run
homer and a run scoring double and
Josh Harris, senior shortstop who ex
tended his hitting streak to 11 games
with one-for-five and three runs.
Some improvements for the
team include the pitching staff, which
plans to take a step up.
Coach Rich Hill said, "The
team showed a lot of heart coming
from behind in late innings to win the
game." He also said, "It's a good sign
that we beat the top three pitchers. We
swung the bat well and played good
defense."
USD takes on Eastern Michi
gan at 2 p.m on Friday, March 2.

MENS BASKETBALL
Saturday, March 3rd

Game 1—12 Noon
# 2 Pepperdine vs. #7 Portland
Game 2—30 minutes after end of game 1
#1 Gonzaga vs. #8 Saint Mary's
Game 3—6:00 p.m.
#3 Santa Clara vs. #6 LMU
Game 4—30 minutes after end of game 3
#4 San Diego vs. #5 USF

*

Beautiful things will happen
to you if you write for the Vista.

Sunday, March 4th

Semifinal 1—5:30 p.m.
Semifinal 2—30 minutes after end of game 1
Monday, March 5th

Championship game—9:00 p.m.
Prices: $10 per game for baseline seats; $15 per game for side
lines at men's games; $10 per game for women's; $30 for all
women's games; $50 for all men's games; $65 for all men and
women's games.

Come to the Vista office (UC 114b)
Tuesdays at 12:30p.m. Or call x4584.

vista.acusd.edu
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The tidal waves of Mission Bay
Chris Bresky

• Staff Writer

They're strong, they're women some variety in their the novices this year are first "Before break, someone might and bigger funds." At first the
fast, they're powerful and
routine. "We got to box in time rowers, so this camp was miss a practice and it wasn't State team pulled ahead of
they've been spotted in Mis weight lifting today, it was a brand new experience for that big of a deal," Waters ex USD's novice boat. Soon af
sion Bay. Other boats have awesome," Novice Lindsay them.
plained, "Now if someone is ter the first minute the USD
been warned of this overpow Johnson explained. Coach
"Coming those two sick, the team goes and visits boat passed State and won the
ering phenomena that appear
Roberts explained the work weeks earlier really made a dif them... every person is a vital
race. "It brought a lot of confi
every morning so close to out variety by stating, "when ference," Novice Tingstrom element." The camp definitely dence back into the team,"
USD's campus.
you're training that hard you explained. Others didn't know enhanced the feeling and the Leisso commented. "We
Starting the fall season
have to mix it up a bit."
what to expect and feared the effects are visible in the atti weren't expecting to beat
with nearly 70 novice women
The women returned for worst. "I wasn't looking for tudes of each rower. "It gave
them...we were just going out
the rigorous workouts and
winter crew camp this January ward to camp, especially hav us the opportunity to get to there to row well."
early morning practices tested to refine their skills and ing to miss winter break," Nov know each other... almost
Crew is known by many
the women for mental and strengthen their team as a ice Sofio said,"It ended being forced us to become close and
as a sport that is enormously
physical toughness. "After the
whole. "We worked really a lot of work, but also a lot of it has paid off," Sofio said.
mental as well as physical.
first week about half the
hard," said varsity co-captain fun." The team gained more
Last Saturday, Feb. 24 Coaches train the teams hard
women dropped out," USD's
Bri Leisso. "The camp was in- then just strength from the the women competed in a to increase that mental tough
novice women's crew
ness.
coach Mike Roberts
"I believe these
said. Truly an illustra
girls arc pretty
tion of "survival of
tough," Coach Cain
the fittest," only 12
said,"they're
novice women re
scrappy but they're
mained after camp.
fighters." The team
"There was a
members recognize
feeling that a lot
the goals of their
wouldn't stick with
coaches as they are
it," Novice Lisa Sofio
pushed to their lim
said. Prior to the win
its. "Coach is big on
ter break, the team
'going that extra
was tested on 6000500 meters,' always
meter pieces to make
maxing us." Rob
the final cuts. "We
erts believes that
had about 24 or 25 be
much of the mental
fore break, but then
toughness is in
CHRIS BRESKY
we made cuts... it was USD women's crew wakes up in the early morning to row on the pristine waters of Mission Bay.
grained in many of
tough to see friends
these girls already.
drop the team," Novice tense, and I definitely feel like camp. "We always hung out, scrimmage against varsity and "I think they came into this
Chelsea Waters said. With a it paid off." Leanne Crain, had all our meals together and novice boats from Orange program pretty tough," Roberts
returning varsity team of 15 the USD's varsity women's crew really bonded as a team," com Coast College and San Diego said, "they're just learning now
squad is made up of 27 row coach remarked, "Unfortu mented Waters.
State. This was the first taste how to put it down on the line
ers.
nately because of NCAA rules
"[Crew] is so team ori of competition the team has every time."
Varsity co-captain Ali
After the scrimmage the
we could only return two ented," Leis commented, had in their anticipation of the
Cox, who scored highest in the weeks early. However, with "there are just eight of you in Spring season.
coaches can only asses the
recent indoor rowing competi that time to rest the ladies came that boat and you all must be
Out of the seven pieces team's performance and pre
tion, assessed this years team.
back mentally charged."
in perfect sync with one an the teams rowed, they won dict what the future may hold.
"I'm looking forward to this
five. "Wc did quite well," Last Spring the varsity ranked
In the fall, with endless other."
upcoming season," Cox said. weeks of training, weight lift
Coach
Crain said, "we were the 8th on the West Coast, beat
Watching this team row
"There is definitely a lot of po
ing and ergometer work, some one can witness that the tightly fastest boat on the bay." The Stanford and State at the Pac
tential in the returning rowers times crew members lost much knit group supports one an win against State was quite an 10 and was second at the West
as well as the new novices."
of their desire to compete. other. "The fact that we have a accomplishment. The San Di Coast Conference. Of all the
With four practices a week "Coming back for camp," strong team is due to the fact ego State crew team has 10 non-scholarship teams, they
from 6-8 a.m on the bay, Crain explained, "the team can we have such good chemistry times the budget of USD's, were ranked first.
Coach Roberts said, "I
weight lifting and work on the
feel that the races are coming and greatly respect one an twice the team size and 20
ergometer, (rowing machine), soon... that there is a light at other," Johnson said. Novice women rowing on scholar think they'll be as ready as they
this team is well conditioned. the end of this tunnel."
coach Roberts even noticed the ships. "It was a really success can be... I have a feeling they'll
"The routine has gotten a little
The novice squad led by attitude of the entire team this ful scrimmage," Cox stated. never leave a race this season
easier," novice rower Lindsay USD's Coach Mike Roberts year. "There are no cliques, no The novices held their own in thinking they could have done
Tingstrom said. "Last semes said, "The girls loved the gossiping with this team... the the higher-rating races and better." The members of the
ter we had to get up at 4:30 a.m. camp. They had the campus respect...it's refreshing to raced much faster when injured squad seem to carry that atti
so 5:30 a.m. is a little bettergirls were replaced. "We tude for the spring as well.
to themselves," Roberts said, see.
plus you just get used to it."
"it was a lot of hard work for
Coming together didn't thought we were going to be Novice Waters commented,
Occasionally alternative them but they all put in the ef happen over night for this demolished by State," Waters "We're going to get out there,
practices are used to give the fort and improved a lot." All team, it was a gradual process. said. "They've got bigger girls do well and get it done."
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IMRec Intramurals & Recreation

Episode 2

Rob Humkey

The saga continues

• 5x5 Basketball

What sounds better than
a night full of beads at Mardi
Gras? How bout IM basket
ball? Right. Well anyway,
last week was filled with 100
bad games and three good
ones.
Bad
games:
STDefense once again ran
over the competition beating
TA Town Hustlers 58-46.
Return of the Nutz got an
other win 61-43 over the
GOATS. Free Cent de
stroyed the Cleveland
Steamers 71-42, and ran off
the court chanting something
along the lines of "libertad
deCent". On this week's epi
sode of Dylan's Creek, Mito

Of the hundreds of bad games and thee good ones, our photograph
experts say that this is definitely a pictue of one of the good ones.
Thanks to NASA and modern DNA testing for helping our IM Photo
experts decipher the outcome of this game.

Van der Beek scored 17 to
lead the way of past the Big

Ballerz 68-34. The IRA must
have been back to their old

tricks cause the Irish Car
%
Bombs blew up on the Fight
ing
Camels
60-41.
STOffense beat Mo Thugs
51-45.
Afghany had their way
with the Rain Makers 65-54.
The Delts came through on the
spread as made their loss look
easy falling 47-73 to the Free
Agents. Team Ugly scared off
Fat Attack late in the game
and barely beat the big guys
43-38. Team X handled Sig
Ep II 65-39, but has a lower
team GPA so Sig Ep II may
have lost the battle but won the
war (right). Team Hoop gets
the redheaded stepchild award

as they beat down on Sig Ep I
by 35 points 57-22... And as
promised the three good
games: ML.I beat The Bourge
by hitting their free throws
down the stretch as they won
55-52. Remember Noah (the
defending champs) came
through in the second half to
pull away 47-43 over the Sea
Donkey Patrol. In the last
good game the Honkers finally
got the edge on Pinchee
Strikes Back and the yelling
guy on the side line (Bano) as
they got the win by a final score
68-61.

Co-rec flag football news
Erik Nagel

• Football

Thanks to the rain, flag football
didn't happen this past veek. The

Intramural slip and slide league.

people stay patient and do not

But I bet that when vve had it,

(under any circumstances) begin

canyon field was more fit for

Mother Nature would play

looting. We have seen the

water skiing, or better yet, the

another one of her cruel, cruel

destruction first hand, and it is

canyon field was more fit for a

jokes on us and bring on a

simply not worth it. Instead, why

big yellow slip and slide. Only

drought.

not sign up for the tennis

you probably didn't need one of

Since week one went so well with

tournament or the golf league we

those big yellow things in order

many of the teams simply

have going on down at

to slip and slide. You see,
something with the chemistry of

refusing to show up, and this past
week torturing us with torrential

Riverwalk. Take a gander at the
rest of these two pages dedicated

how grass and dirt reacts with

downpours, who knows if we

to IMs and I promise you'll find

rain water causes people and

will even have enough time to

objects to slip and slide on their

finish the league.
The IM depar tment asks that

the article that tells you more
about the golf and the tennis

own. Too bad we didn't have a

thingie.

IMREC

Identified!! From top left: John "Professor"
Donnelly, Ted Peterson, Rich Cook, and Greg
Perkins in the front. I give you, "DOC'S JOCKS"

Hinano is team to beat in IM soccer
Russ "No Fuss" Flynn
In the first week of coed
speed soccer, Hinano estab
lished themselves as the favor
ites. They easily rolled over Xtreme 15-3. Leading the way
for Hinano was Tiana Phillips
and Carlos Pineda. Each
standout walked away with
three goals. Lisa Palermo
added two goals of her own to
Hinano's definitive victory.
The fall softball cham
pion Bombers showed that,
with a few tweaks of the ros
ter, they could play soccer as
well. Brent Labarere and
Aimee Tangog each had two

• Soccer
goals in the Bomber's 7-4 vic
tory over the Greek squad
Aphis & Lambdas.
The Team A proved the
youth doesn't always have the
advantage. This first year law
team defeated native Kansans
The Shockers, an all fresh
man team. In the narrow 3-2
victory, Bill Jones got the
game winning goal in the sec
ond half to spoil the
freshman's hope for a win.
Way to keep 'em humble Bill!
In what turned out to be
the best game of the night, at
least from the spectators'

point of view, Punk Rawk
stunned Clancy's Team with
an impressive 4-0 victory.
Ashley Kellenberger scored
early for Punk Rawk and Zack
Knipe added a goal in each
half while Punk Rawk's de
fense shout down Clancy's
Team's usually high powered
offense.
Another high-powered
softball team proved they
could use their feet to not get
"defeated." Get it? Tough
crowd.
The Cohasset
Castros, lead by Richard
Jensen (1 goal) and Justin

Peek (1 goal) rallied in the
second half with three goals
in order to secure a 3-3 tie
with Eryn Brady's team,
Bev's
Crew.
Erin
Armstrong and Kyle Aberli
each scored a goal for Bev's
Crew.
Forfeit wins this week
went to Forgetta 'Bout It,
Manchester United, and
Equipo Queso. Hey, a win is
a win, but a forfeit win is
probably the least favorable
way to come out on top. If any
captains out there know that
their team won't have enough

players (Roman Aja), or can
not make it to the game, I rec
ommend that you give the IM
office a call at x4533 so we can
help to ease the disappoint
ment that the other team will
surely feel.
If you refuse to call the
office to let us know, we will
do our best to make fun of you
in the next article that comes
out. No hard feelings.
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To rain or not to rain on tennis and golf
Arnold "Harry" Palmer and Tiger "Ball lost in
the" Woods • Recreation
Rarely has some
thing as inanimate as rain
garnered so much atten
tion. But when you are
trying to run some Intra
mural leagues and
Mother Nature keeps tin
kling on the parade,
you've got to vent.
Anywho, we've got a
Singles Tennis Tourna
ment beginning next
week! It's only going to
last four days (MonThurs.), and sign-ups
close tomorrow at 5pm. It
costs a measly five dol
lars so quit being stingy
and come sign up. It is

going to be a fun double
elimination tournament
that goes from 6pm-

have specially made divi
sions for all skills. Men's
and Women's division

Golf is such a slew game sometimes that )ou can play
leapfrog while you are waiting for the foursome ahead of
you

10pm every night! Don't
worry if you think you're
not good enough. We

"A" is for those people
who are gung-ho tennis
junkies. They have prob
ably played in high
school and are kicking themselves for
not playing in col
lege because they
think they are good
enough to do so. On
the flip side, Men's
and Women's divi
sion "B" is geared
towards
those
people who get all
warm and fuzzy
when the TV commentators
say
These golfers were so amped about coming in dead last that
"love." No, that
they beat the winners up and took their tDphy. They then
wasn't a good anal
posed for this picture while the real champs were being
ogy. Division "B" is
treated by EMTs that were called on scene.

for those players who like
to volley the ball around
and wanna see if maybe
they can win a Champi
onship T-shirt the easy
way.
Also closing to
morrow at 5pm are sign
ups for the rootin' tootin'
Riverwalk Golf League.
The format is simple. You
give us $ 100 per person
for your four-person
squad, and we give you
four regular season weeks
plus a bonus playoff
week of golf at the con
veniently
located
Riverwalk Golf Course
down on Friars. We're
gonna play every Thurs
day beginning at 2pm and
finishing up around 6pm.
We play under the
scramble format, which
basically means that the
best ball wins. All four of
you tee off, and the best
tee shot is used as the spot
all four of you take your
second shot from! It is
like legally cheating!
Beautiful! Do the math:
$100 for five weeks of
play = $20 per week per
person. That's really in
expensive if you consider

that Riverwalk would
charge the average Joe off
the street nearly twice
that amount for a single
round. And that's not
even including the cart!
But fear not, we give you
a cart. In fact, once you
pay your one-time fee of
a single Benjamin, you
arc set like a jet! Five glo
rious weeks of golf at
Riverwalk for only a hun
dred bones! Come sign
up before it is too late!

It is hard to play tennis when
all you have is a golf club...and
when you are on a glof course,
but this guy suie did try!

Don't wait 'til Friday to sign up!
Teams that do not sign-up and
pay before the entry deadline be
come the victim of another Punky
"trash" session. Most of our league
space is limited, so those who reg
ister in the last second are left out
as well.

IMREC

Hard-working Punky doesn't take pleasure in trashing
late sign-up forms, but does what he has to

SPACE FILLER: You gotta love the fact that ceitain pictures just dorit
go out of style. Ibr example, Doc's Jocks on the other page, and this
beauty... A team that would later call themselves everything from long

With entries for the tennis tournament and golf league
closing this Friday, it's in your best interest to make sure
you get your entry and payment in early!
v

Time Since Prime Time to Dylan's Creek.

J

"SQUATTERS RIGHTS"
DEADLINE:
Friday, March 2
If you want to keep^tne^space you are
currently in, exe(rcise y'Squatter's
Rights." If you squaVyotfcan sign your
friends up for the same room/apt.

See the current Live! for mode detailed in
formation about exercising yoM^Sqyatter's
Rights." You can also contact the Housing
and Residence Life Office located in the
Mission Crossroads building or at 260-4777.

YOUR CURRENT ROOM

If you squat and want to add friends to
your room/apt, make sure all room
mates pay the $200 Deposit (at the
Cashier's Office) and come dowm
Housing Office no later than Ma(

YOUR CURRENT ROOM

